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Abstract: We identify situations in which conditioning on text can address confounding in observational studies. We argue
that a matching approach is particularly well-suited to this task, but existing matching methods are ill-equipped to handle
high-dimensional text data. Our proposed solution is to estimate a low-dimensional summary of the text and condition on
this summary via matching. We propose a method of text matching, topical inverse regression matching, that allows the
analyst to match both on the topical content of confounding documents and the probability that each of these documents is
treated. We validate our approach and illustrate the importance of conditioning on text to address confounding with two
applications: the effect of perceptions of author gender on citation counts in the international relations literature and the
effects of censorship on Chinese social media users.
Verification Materials: The materials required to verify the computational reproducibility of the results, procedures,
and analyses in this article are available on the American Journal of Political Science Dataverse within the Harvard
Dataverse Network, at: https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/HTMX3K.

S

ocial media users in China are censored every day,
but it is largely unknown how the experience of being censored affects their future online experience.
Are social media users who are censored for the first time
flagged by censors for increased scrutiny in the future? Is
censorship “targeted” and “customized” toward specific
users? Do social media users avoid writing after being
censored? Do they continue to write on sensitive topics
or do they avoid them?
Experimentally manipulating censorship would allow us to make credible causal inferences about the effects of experiencing censorship, but this is impractical

and unethical outside of a lab setting. Inferring causal
effects in observational settings is challenging due to confounding. The types of users who are censored might
have different opinions that drive them to write differently than the types of users who are not censored. This
in turn might affect both the users’ rate of censorship as
well as future behavior and outcomes. We argue that conditioning on the text of censored social media posts and
other user-level characteristics can substantially decrease
or eliminate confounding and allow credible causal inferences with observational data. Intuitively, if we can find
nearly identical posts—one of which is censored while the
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other is not—from similar users, we can compare downstream online behavior to obtain credible estimates of the
effects of censorship.
Traditional matching methods are not suited to the
task of conditioning on the text of documents. Quantitative analysts typically represent text using thousands or
even millions of dimensions (e.g., the columns of a document term matrix, collections of word embeddings).
Common matching techniques such as propensity score
matching (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983) and coarsened
exact matching (CEM; Iacus, King, and Porro 2011) were
developed for applications with fewer variables (dimensions) than observations in the data set. For example,
Rubin and Thomas (1996, 249) note that in “typical examples” of matching, the number of variables is “between
5 and 50,” whereas the number of observations is much
larger. As the number of variables increases, the “curse
of dimensionality” makes it difficult to find units similar
on all dimensions. This poses a well-known problem for
exact matching, which requires observations to match on
all covariates and often fails to find any matches in highdimensional settings (Rubin and Thomas 1996, 250). Existing methods that relax the requirement of exact matching (Iacus, King, and Porro 2011) or perform dimension
reduction (e.g., by matching on Mahalanobis distances or
propensity scores) can suffer from poor efficiency or fail
entirely with high-dimensional data.
We propose a text-matching strategy that allows analysts to effectively and transparently address confounding
captured in text. We make four contributions. First, we
introduce a framework for using the content of text to
address confounding in observational data. Second, we
propose a general text-matching adjustment strategy that
involves balancing both a low-dimensional density estimate of the data and a metric that captures the probability
of treatment. This approach produces matches that capture aspects of text related to treatment and facilitates
qualitative comparison and evaluation. Third, we design
a specific procedure, topical inverse regression matching
(TIRM), to match on a jointly estimated propensity for
treatment and density estimate. We show that this procedure has strong performance in a simulation study.1 Finally, we demonstrate how to apply text matching through
two applications.
A strength of matching relative to other conditioning strategies is that analysts can evaluate the quality of
1

Our primary contribution is to pose the problem of text-based
confounding and offer TIRM as one possible solution. Since our
paper started circulating in July 2015, Mozer et al. (2020) and
Veitch, Sridhar, and Blei (2019) have introduced alternative approaches to text confounding. We hope that there will be further
developments in this area.

the adjustment by reading treated documents alongside
their matches. Comparing documents allows analysts to
use substantive knowledge to recognize improved textual
similarity in the matched sample even if they cannot formalize that knowledge a priori in a balance metric to be
minimized in the matching procedure.2 This type of human validation is an essential part of making comparisons
in a high-dimensional and complex setting such as text
(Grimmer and Stewart 2013).
Our first application extends the work of Maliniak,
Powers, and Walter (2013), who find that perceived gender of international relations scholars affects citations to
their articles. To address confounding, the authors controlled for article content with hand-coded variables. We
show that applying TIRM recovers similar effect estimates
without using the hand-coded data, suggesting that TIRM
can be a viable alternative to measuring text confounders
by hand. In our second application, we estimate how
censorship affects the online experience of social media
users in China.3 We match censored social media users
to uncensored social media users who write similar social
media posts and have very similar censorship histories.
We find that censored social media users are more likely
to be censored again in the future, suggesting that either
censors are flagging users when they are censored, that
social media users write about more sensitive topics after
censorship, or both.
In each application, we address confounding by conditioning on text, a solution we believe is broadly applicable across social science. Scholars of American politics could match legislative bills with similar content to
estimate the effect of veto threats on repositioning in
Congress. Scholars of race and ethnicity might match students with similar college admissions profiles and essays
to estimate the effect of perceived race on college admissions. And scholars of international relations might condition on the content of international agreements when
estimating the determinants of international cooperation.
Our approach could also apply to nontext data in computer vision, population genetics, biological microarrays,
and other areas where a generative model of pretreatment
covariates can be reliably estimated, or when the observed
2

If the analyst can confidently define an a priori balance metric
that captures confounding in text, they can directly optimize it
using standard methods (Diamond and Sekhon 2013; Hainmueller
2011; Imai and Ratkovic 2014) while trading off between balance
and sample size (King, Lucas, and Nielsen 2017). Our approach
cannot obviate the need to (implicitly) choose a balance metric,
but it does weaken reliance on the balance metric by facilitating
human validation.

3

A similar analysis is performed in Roberts (2018), who uses exact matches.
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data are noisy measures of a latent confounder (Kuroki
and Pearl 2014).
The article proceeds as follows. In the second section,
we describe text-based confounding adjustment, explain
why we opt for a matching approach, and define basic
notation. We highlight the importance of conditioning
on both a density estimate and a propensity score. In
the third section, we present topical inverse regression
matching as a way to jointly estimate the density and a
propensity score. We also offer an approach to balance
checking and discuss the method’s strengths, limitations,
and relation to prior work. In the fourth section, we detail
our two applications: a validation study demonstrating
the effect of perceived author gender on academic article citations and a study estimating the effect of being
censored on the reactions of Chinese social media users.
The last section concludes with a discussion of future
directions.

Using Text to Address Confounding
We begin by describing the setting for which we develop
our approach. To fix ideas, we use one of our applications
—the effects of experiencing government censorship on
Chinese social media users—as a running example. In this
example, our goal is to answer two questions. First, are
Chinese social media users who have a post censored more
likely to be censored in subsequent posts? Second, does
censorship decrease the number of future posts by a user?
To answer both questions, we match censored bloggers
to uncensored bloggers with similar posts and similar
histories of censorship and posting. We use matching to
identify censorship mistakes: similar posts by different
authors where one post was censored and the other was
not. We find that censorship increases the probability of
future censorship, but it does not have an effect on the
number of posts the user writes. This provides evidence
that censorship is targeted toward users who are recently
censored, but that it does not induce a chilling effect on
the number of posts written.
We adopt the following notation for the confounding
problem. We start with a data set of n units. Each unit i is
assigned treatment Ti , which takes a value of 1 for treated
units and 0 for control. Under the potential outcomes
framework, the outcome variable Yi takes on the value
Yi (1) when unit i is treated and Yi (0) when unit i is a
control. In the censorship case, the units are individual
Chinese social media users, the treatment Ti is censorship,
and the outcome Yi is the subsequent censorship rate of
the social media user.

Because we have observational data, Ti is not randomly assigned and treated and control groups may not
be comparable. A common practice is to match on p pretreatment covariates X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X p ) to improve
similarity in the distribution of covariates within treatment and control groups, a condition called balance. If
we assume conditional ignorability, Ti  Yi (0), Yi (1)|X,
then balancing the distribution of observed covariates X
across treatment groups provides a way to estimate the
average causal effect of T on Y If we were able to exactly match each treated unit to control units, we would
estimate the average treatment effect on the treated by
averaging the difference between the value of Yi for the
treated unit and the value of Yi for the matched control
units.4
In most matching applications, X is lowdimensional, with p  n. We consider cases where the
potential dimensionality of p is very large. For example,
censorship in social media posts may be a function of
thousands of particular words, particular combinations
of words, hierarchies of words, and so on. As is common in
the text analysis literature (Grimmer and Stewart 2013),
we represent each document in a sparse count matrix W
whose typical element, Wi j , contains the number of times
the j th word appears within the text associated with unit
i . The W matrix has dimension n (number of documents)
by v (number of unique words in the corpus). The data
are high-dimensional in the sense that v is always large
relative to n. This approach largely ignores word order
and combinations, though W can be modified to include
these features.
As with conditioning in low-dimensional settings,
conditioning on the text represented by W is appropriate when W is pretreatment and conditioning on it will
address confounding. However, if the text is a result of
treatment, rather than its cause, conditioning on the text
will induce posttreatment bias. Even when the text is pretreatment, conditioning on it can cause problems. For
example, if the text is an instrument, meaning it explains
the outcome only through the treatment, conditioning
on the text can amplify the bias of unconditioned confounders (Pearl 2011). Consider the following directed
acyclic graph, which contains some small, but unavoidable, unobserved confounding U .
4

Typically, exact matches on all observed covariates X are not possible, so we match treated units to the closest control units and then
estimate the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) within
matches. In situations where some treated units are not similar
enough to any control units, researchers typically remove the unmatchable treated units. If so, the quantity estimated is the feasible
sample average treatment effect on the treated (FSATT)—the ATT
for the set of sampled treated units for which matches can be found.
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Z = Instrument

U

T = Treatment

Y = Outcome

V

Conditioning on V reduces bias, but conditioning on Z
would amplify bias from U . If the text contains some
combination of V and Z that cannot be separated, we
want to condition on the text only if the confounding
(V ) was large relative to the instrument (Z). We do not
recommend our approach when text is posttreatment or
text is unrelated to the outcome except through treatment.
In nontext settings with a transparent treatment assignment mechanism, the researcher may be confident
about which p variables of X are necessary for the assumption of selection on observables to hold. This is not
generally the case for text matching; some words in the
text affect treatment, but we are unsure of which ones. If
we attempt to match all words, only texts with identical
word frequencies will match, a possibility that becomes
vanishingly small as v grows large.
Our approach is to create a low-dimensional density
estimate of the variables in W that we can use to address
confounding (in concert with any nontext confounders
in X). Our function for creating this low-dimensional
summary of W is called g , and we refer to the resulting
summary as g (W). We make the standard conditional
ignorability assumption with respect to g (W) and X,
along with standard assumptions of positivity5 and stable
unit treatment values (SUTVA):
Assumption 1 (Conditional
Yi (0), Yi (1)|g (W), X.

Ignorability).

Ti 

Assumption 2 (SUTVA). For all individuals i , Yi (T ) =
Yi (Ti ).
Assumption 3 (Positivity). For all individuals i , P r (Ti =
t) > 0 for all t ∈ T .
For Assumption 1 to be plausible, g (W) must retain the aspects of the text that confound causal inference
(much in the way we might assume that a “years of education” variable blocks confounding through education).
Yet, to be useful, g (W) must be a dramatic simplification
of W. What should this g function look like? The answer
depends on the application and the way in which text confounds the treatment and outcome. To develop a useful
general method, we note that in many applications, text
confounds treatment assignment in two ways: through
topics that affect treatment assignment and through indi-

vidual words that affect treatment assignment, regardless
of topic. A useful g function for many applications is one
that retains information about both of these channels and
eliminates other information about the text.
The first likely channel of text confounding is through
topics; treatment assignment might be related to the
amount that a document discusses one or more topics.
In the censorship application, for example, censorship
might be related to the topic(s) that the document discusses, which could also be correlated with the subsequent
behavior of the social media user. If topics of documents
confound treatment assignment, then methods that summarize the topical content using density estimates become
strong candidates for our g function.
The second likely channel of text confounding is
through individual words that affect the probability of
treatment, regardless of topic. This channel of confounding is especially likely if treatment assignment is made by
humans using forms of word searching. For example, if
Chinese censors sift through large numbers of posts for
the keyword “protest,” they might flag posts that use this
word incidentally, but are not about political protest. A
more subtle version arises if treatment assignment is a
function of the specific terms in which a particular topic
is discussed, rather than merely the amount of that topic.
For example, Chinese censors might encounter two posts
with equal attention to the topic of large public marches.
However, if one post talks about a public march in terms
of a political protest while the other talks in terms of a
holiday parade, the first is more likely to be censored. To
account for this channel of text confounding, we might
turn to methods such as propensity scores that can summarize how individual features affect the probability of
treatment.
We prefer g functions that address text confounding
from both of these channels. In the next section, we introduce a method called topical inverse regression matching
(TIRM) that addresses confounding from both topics and
individual words by combining elements of a topic model
with elements of a propensity score model.
A distinguishing advantage of using text to adjust for
confounding is that reading documents provides the analyst with a richer depiction of the units under study than
what is encoded in the data matrix. This is in contrast to,
for example, survey data where all known information
about each respondent is encoded in the data matrix.
Our matching approach leverages this advantage: Reading matched documents is a powerful tool for assessing
the suitability of our g function.6 Analysts should read

5

D’Amour et al. (forthcoming) show that this assumption may fail
in high-dimensional data, presenting another challenge for current
matching approaches that we do not take on here.

6

Although matching has many strengths and is a popular approach
(Ho et al. 2007; Sekhon 2009), we acknowledge that it lacks some
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matched documents to evaluate two potential points of
failure: (1) the g function has obscured an important
distinction (e.g., the difference between a parade and a
protest), and (2) the matching is too permissive.
Matching on both topics and propensity scores aids
in this manual evaluation. Theoretically, the propensity
score alone is a sufficient balancing score (Rosenbaum and
Rubin 1983). However, propensity score matches are difficult to manually assess because propensity score matching approximates a fully randomized experiment rather
than a block-randomized experiment (King and Nielsen
2019); documents with similar treatment probabilities
may look very different. For example, propensity scores
might match posts about protests to posts about pornography because they have equal probability of censorship.
However, it may be difficult to distinguish this from a
failure of the g function or the matching algorithm, even
for an expert analyst, so we seek topically similar matches.
Text matching is only useful when conditioning on
g (W) (and other available variables X) is sufficient to
block confounding. Not only does the text need to contain
relevant information about confounding, but also the
summary g needs to capture that information. We expect
that TIRM will often be a sufficiently rich representation
of the text, but if confounding is based on textual aspects
besides topics and words (e.g., sentiment, word order,
punctuation, spacing, rhyme, font), then analysts should
modify W or g accordingly. We prefer topic models for
interpretability, but analysts with large data sets might
find it easier to fit a simpler model, such as principal
components analysis, instead. This would then require
fitting a separate model for the propensity score (e.g.,
regularized logistic regression).

TABLE 1 Overview of the TIRM Method
Step

Rationale

1. Estimate a structural
topic model including
the treatment vector as a
content covariate.
2. Extract each document’s
topics calculated as
though treated (part of
g (W)).
3. Extract each document’s
projection onto the
treatment variable (part
of g (W)).
4. Use a low-dimensional
matching method to
match on g (W) and
estimate treatment
effects using the
matched sample.

Reduces dimension of the
text

Ensures semantic
similarity of matched
texts
Ensures similar treatment
probability of matched
texts
Standardizes matching

representation of the text and the treatment propensity. TIRM uses a structural topic model (STM; Roberts,
Stewart, and Airoldi 2016) as the measurement model to
jointly estimate the topics (the low-dimensional representation) and a projection of information about treatment
(the treatment assignment model). Although we explain
our methodology in terms of STM below, other methodology could be substituted.

Estimation

Topical Inverse Regression Matching
There are many matching approaches and many approaches to modeling text, each with strengths and weaknesses. Here, we propose one method for matching on
text, topical inverse regression matching (TIRM), that includes the two attributes we believe should be present in
most high-dimensional matching. First, it matches on a
coarsened representation of the text to ensure that the resulting matches are substantively similar. Second, it uses
information about how the text relates to treatment assignment. Our general methodology relies only on the
ability to extract these two quantities: a low-dimensional
attractive theoretical properties. For example, Abadie and Imbens
(2006) show that matching estimators are not N 1/2 consistent and
do not attain the Hahn (1998) semiparametric efficiency bound.

STM will always estimate the topic distribution of each
document. By including the treatment indicator as a content covariate in STM, we show below how to calculate a
projection that captures information about treatment
propensity not captured in the topics. Matching on this
projection and the topic profile of the documents ensures
that we will find documents that are topically similar to
each other and have a similar probability of receiving
treatment. Table 1 provides an overview of the complete
procedure.
TIRM Step 1: Estimate STM. STM is a logistic-normal
topic model that can incorporate document-specific covariates affecting both topic prevalence and topical content.
Whereas prior work has focused on topic prevalence, we
leverage the topical content covariate to capture the relationship between individual words and propensity to
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treatment. We provide a basic overview of the model but
refer readers to details in Roberts, Stewart, and Airoldi
(2016).
As with the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model
(Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003), we adopt a “bag of words”
language model: For each token l in a document i , first
sample a topic z i,l from the document-specific distribution i and then sample the observed word from a topicspecific distribution over the vocabulary. Unlike LDA,
STM allows a distribution over the vocabulary that is
document-specific; B i is a k × v matrix. We represent
z i,l as a one-hot-encoding column vector so that z i,l B i
returns a v-length vector giving the distribution over the
vocabulary for the particular token’s topic. Thus, each
token is generated by
z i,l ∼ Multinomialk (i ),
wi,l ∼ Multinomialv (z i,l B i ),

for l = 1 . . . L i ;

(1)

for l = 1 . . . L i . (2)

STM allows each document to have an individual prior for
i based on topic prevalence covariates, but for notational
simplicity we consider a shared global prior:
i ∼ LogisticNormalk−1 (, ),

(3)

where i is on the k − 1 dimensional simplex and  is a
global k − 1 × k − 1 covariance matrix. Including topic
prevalence covariates allows the model to share information about the value i across different documents with
similar covariate values. This enters the model by parameterizing  (see Roberts, Stewart, and Airoldi 2016).
We form the document-specific topic distributions
over words by a combination of a baseline word prevalence and sparse deviations from the baseline due to the
topic, the content covariate, and the topic–content covariate interaction. For TIRM, we use the treatment status Ti
as the content covariate and model row r (the topic) and
column c (the vocabulary word) of the matrix B i as


(topic)
(int)
+ T(cov)
+

exp mc + r,c
T
,c
,r,c
i
i

 , (4)
Bi,r,c = 
(topic)
(cov)
(int)
exp
m
+

+

+

r,c
c
Ti ,c
Ti ,r,c
c
topic

where mc is the baseline propensity of the word, r,c
is the sparse topic-specific deviation from the baseline
is the deviation from the
for vocabulary entry c , Tcov
i ,c
is the
baseline due to the treatment status, and T(int)
i ,r,c
deviation from the baseline due to the treatment and
topic interaction. The parameters in STM are estimated
using variational expectation-maximization.
The analyst selects the number of topics k that sets
the granularity of the summary. As we increase the number of topics, matches will be harder to find, but more

substantively similar. It is not strictly necessary that the
topics be interpretable as long as they provide an accurate density estimate. However, interpretable topics can
be useful because they allow the analyst to understand the
dimensions along which matched documents are similar.
Interpretable topics can also facilitate selective matching
on substantively important topics in confounding known
to be captured in a limited subset of the document.
In the next two steps, we extract quantities of interest from this model that capture topic similarity and
propensity to receive treatment. We can then apply standard matching techniques on those summary measures.
TIRM Step 2: Extract Topic Proportions. The parameter i provides a measure of the document’s topical content. To ensure topics are comparable irrespective of treatment and control differences, we reestimate
the topics for all control documents as though they
were treated. This choice is consistent with an estimand
of the (feasible-sample) average treatment effect on the
treated. Two different words with the same topic are
stochastically equivalent under the model and thus can
be matched together. In this way, matching on topics can
be seen as a high-dimensional analog to the coarsening
step in coarsened exact matching (Iacus, King, and Porro
2011). Where coarsened exact matching coarsens within
a variable (e.g., treating years 9–12 of schooling as high
school), topics coarsen across variables (e.g., treating tax,
tariff, and economic as part of an economy topic). When
we have estimated more topics, i will be longer, facilitating a more fine-grained match of substantive content.
On the other hand, fewer topics will result in a shorter
i , which will treat more words as equivalent and create a
coarser match.
TIRM Step 3: Extract Treatment Projection. While the
refit i captures information about the topic of the document, we want to extract the model-based information
about whether or not the unit is treated. The core insight is
to treat the topic model with content covariates as a multinomial inverse regression conditional on the latent variables and derive a projection in the style of Taddy (2013;
see also Rabinovich and Blei 2014). Appendix B in the
supporting information (SI) provides additional details,
properties, and alternative strategies. Here, we overview
the form of the projection for document i , which we
denote  i .
For each treatment level, the STM content covariate
model learns a weight for each word ((c ov) in Equation 4)
and for each topic–word combination ((i nt) ). The projection for a given document is the sum of the document’s
weighted word counts normalized by document length.
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For a given level of the content covariate denoted by t,
⎛

⎛

1 ⎜ ⎜  (c ov)  
(i nt) ⎟⎟
=
wi,l I (z i,l = r ) t,r,c
⎝
⎝wi,l t,c +
⎠⎠,
L i l =1
r
L

 i,t

topic indicator

⎞⎞

k

weight

(5)

topic-specific weight

where each wi,l is a one-hot encoding that indicates the
observed word at token l . In practice, we do not observe
the true topic indicators z i,l , so we use their posterior
means. Each document has a projection value for each
level of the treatment that can then be included along
with the topics in the matching. Given the model and the
latent variables, this term captures the information about
treatment assignment not contained in the topics.
TIRM Step 4: Matching and Treatment Effect
Estimation. In the final step, we match on both the STM
projection and the estimated topic proportions, which
ensures that matches are both topically similar and have
similar within-topic probabilities of treatment. Though
our framework is compatible with most matching algorithms at this final stage, we generally prefer using CEM if
pruning treated units is acceptable. Researchers can also
match on other pretreatment covariates that are thought
to be confounders in this step. In our Chinese censorship
example, we also match on the day the post was written,
previous posting rate, and previous censorship rate.
Most matching algorithms require analyst input beyond the choice of matching variables. For CEM, analysts
must choose the values at which to “coarsen” or “bin”
the matching variables. Popular CEM software uses histogram binning algorithms to make automated choices,
but we prefer coarsening that is meaningful for text. Our
default is to coarsen in a way that roughly corresponds
to the presence or absence of each topic; for example, by
using two bins—one ranging from 0 to 0.1 and another
ranging from 0.1 to 1. This may seem overly permissive, but we have found that this coarsening creates a
relatively demanding criterion with many topics because
CEM requires matches to share the same bin across all
variables. We generally use automated binning with five
levels or more for the projections. A larger number of
bins with more fine-grained distinctions allows for closer
matches but prunes more units. These choices are necessarily application-specific. They depend on the similarity
and number of documents available for matching.
Using the matched sample, we fit a model predicting
the outcome as a function of treatment status and possibly other controls to estimate the effect of treatment. Inference following matching procedures has been subject
to substantial debate, and we do not break new ground
on this issue. Standard practice in political science is to
use the standard errors from the analyst-preferred post-

matching analysis model without correction (Ho et al.
2007), which we do here. Iacus, King, and Porro (2019)
show that this results in accurate inference, provided analysts are willing to change their axiom of inference from
simple random sampling to stratified sampling. Some
analysts have tried to construct alternative estimates of
uncertainty using the bootstrap method; Abadie and Imbens (2008) show that the bootstrap method; results are
inconsistent estimates of the treatment effect standard
error, and they propose an asymptotically consistent alternative for some matching settings (Abadie and Imbens
2006). None of these approaches account for uncertainty
in the estimation of the representation of the text. We
encourage further work on accounting for uncertainty in
text matching, but it is beyond the scope of this article.

Balance Checking
Balance checking—confirming that matched units are in
fact similar on pretreatment confounders—is important
for assessing whether matching is successful. However,
we see no reason to believe there is a universally best
balance metric for text similarity, and therefore, checking
balance after text matching is not straightforward. We
recommend several procedures.
First, we check whether words that predict treatment
in the unmatched sample are balanced in the matched
sample. Second, we verify that the distribution of topics in treated and control documents is similar in the
matched sample. TIRM is designed to jointly minimize
both of these, so if these checks reveal that matches
are not adequately similar, then technical problems may
be to blame, or else good matches may not exist in the data.
The TIRM procedure is designed to maximize balance on the term frequencies.7 However, our hope is that
the procedure has picked up more general similarities in
the texts. We assess this in two ways: first, by automated
balance checking using a metric not directly optimized
by the procedure, and second, by manual evaluation of
document pairs.
For the automated balance checking we turn to string
kernels, which measure similarities in sequences of characters (Spirling 2012). String kernels retain word order
information that we typically discard in text models, so
confirming that matching improves the string kernel similarity of treated and control texts builds confidence that
even though our procedure omits word order, it still
7

Two documents of very different lengths can be matched together
if they allocate a similar proportion of their length to the same
topics. If document length is a confounder, it can be included as a
covariate in the matching algorithm.
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improves balance in a metric that respects that ordering. In this project, we use simple graphical diagnostics
(see SI Figure 5), but future work could develop formal
hypothesis tests.
Finally, we check balance manually by reading
matched documents. A crucial advantage of our matching approach is that it allows experts to directly scrutinize the claim that matched texts are sufficiently similar.
Evaluation through reading is subjective, but it can help
analysts judge whether they believe the texts are sufficient
for identification and whether balance has been achieved
in practice. SI Tables 4 and 6 provide some examples,
though we recommend examining more pairs than we
have space to present there.

Strengths and Limitations
TIRM is just one solution to the text-matching problem, but it satisfies our desiderata of producing humanverifiable matches. TIRM also estimates both document
topic proportions and within-topic propensities for treatment, and, as a result, increased weight is given to words
that predict treatment while the resulting matches are
topically similar. This allows TIRM to prioritize variables
that are related to treatment assignment while approximating a blocked design on the full set of confounders.
The method is easy to apply and can be estimated with
the existing stm software (Roberts, Stewart, and Tingley
2019) or through a new R package called textmatching.
One limitation of TIRM is that it requires an adequate density estimate for a complex data-generating
process. Loosely speaking, the matches are only useful
if the topic model is a sufficiently accurate summary of
the confounding in the documents. We have found topic
models to work well for this purpose. Analysts can always
evaluate the quality of their model by substantively interpreting the topics, verifying that they are coherent, and
considering whether documents with similar topic proportions are really similar upon close reading. The density
estimate of STM can also be replaced by other density estimators that are more attuned to particular types of data
(e.g., network or genetic data) or simply because better alternatives to topic models are developed in future
years.
TIRM also inherits limitations that are common to
other matching methods. In general, matching for causal
inference requires the stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA; Rubin 1980), which requires any interference between units to be properly modeled. Interference
between units is especially likely in applications of highdimensional matching involving text because the purpose

of writing is often to influence or respond to the writing of
others. Violations of SUTVA should be carefully considered based on the context of the analyst’s application. Like
other conditioning approaches to causal inference, TIRM
also requires that the selection on observables assumption is met. The core idea of text matching is that the
documents themselves contain information about confounding and that the learned representation is sufficient
to capture this confounding. If there are other pathways
for confounding beyond the text that are not adjusted
for, the procedure could be badly biased. Finally, the
estimand can change as matching drops observations,
particularly treated observations; if so, it is important
to characterize the group to which the estimated effect
applies (King, Lucas, and Nielsen 2017; Rubin 2006, 221–
230). Dropping too many units can also result in a loss of
efficiency.

Related Work
Before moving to applications of TIRM, we briefly mention how it relates to other approaches for similar problems. The matching literature has considered the problems of high-dimensional data, but mainly for estimating
propensity scores (Belloni, Chernozhukov, and Hansen
2014; Hill, Weiss, and Zhai 2011). We do not find these
approaches useful for text matching because they produce matches that have high probabilities of treatment for
very different textual reasons. Our approach of augmenting propensity scores with information about topic balance is most similar to the covariate-balancing propensity
scores of Imai and Ratkovic (2014). Mozer et al. (2020)
and Veitch, Sridhar, and Blei (2019) directly build on
our framework to propose alternative text adjustment approaches, and the related literature is reviewed in Keith,
Jensen, and O’Connor (2020).
There is little work in the matching framework that
proposes matching on a density estimate, as we do here.
Price et al. (2006) reduce the dimensionality of genotype data with an eigen decomposition, but follow it
with regression adjustment. A recent working paper by
Kallus (2018) balances covariate representations based
on a deep neural network with applications to image data
(which shares some structural similarities to text data).
Johansson, Shalit, and Sontag (2016) and Louizos et al.
(2017) consider learned representations optimized for
causal inference.
Finally, Egami et al. (2018) provide a framework for
causal inference with text as treatment or outcome, complimenting our discussion of text-based confounding. See
the supporting information for further related work.
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Applications and Simulations
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our text-matching
approach, we present a two-part validation study in the
next two subsections that builds on previous work by
Maliniak, Powers, and Walter (2013). Their original study
estimates the effect of perceived author gender on the citation counts of academic journal articles in the discipline of
international relations. They condition on the text of the
articles using variables hand-coded by research assistants
based on close reading. First, we use this hand-coded data
to produce a simulated data set that we use to study the
performance of our proposed estimator. Next, we show
that we recover a result using text matching that is similar
to the Maliniak, Powers, and Walter (2013) analysis without their hand-coded data. Finally, we demonstrate the
use of our methods in our motivating example of studying the effects of government censorship on Chinese social
media users.

The Gender Citation Gap: Data and
Simulation
If an international relations (IR) article published under a woman’s name were instead published in the same
venue under the name of a man with the same scholarly
credentials, would it be cited more?8 Maliniak, Powers,
and Walter (2013) say yes.9 Obtaining credible answers to
this question is not straightforward with observational
data. On average, authorial teams of different gender
compositions tend to write on different topics within IR,
use different methods, and have different epistemological
commitments. Because these factors may affect citation
counts, it is possible that lower citation counts for allfemale authorial teams reflect bias against certain topics
and approaches, rather than against perceived gender of
the authors. Maliniak, Powers, and Walter (2013) address
this challenge using information from the Teaching, Research, and International Policy (TRIP) Journal Article
Database to control for the broad subfield of each article, the issue areas covered, the general methodology,
paradigm,10 and epistemology. They find that academic

articles by female authors in IR have lower citation counts
than articles by men or mixed-gender author teams, even
after accounting for a range of potential text and nontext confounding.
We revisit the question of whether a gender citation
gap exists in IR to illustrate the benefits to text matching
with TIRM. With the help of JSTOR’s Data for Research
Program, we supplement the data from Maliniak, Powers,
and Walter (2013) with the full text of 3,201 articles in the
IR literature since 1980, 333 of which are authored solely
by women.11 We have two goals. The first is to show that
TIRM can recover treatment effects in simulated data.
Because simulating realistic text data is hard, we base our
simulation off of the real text of articles in the IR literature,
but simulate treatment effects and confounding. This subsection reports the results of these simulations. Our second goal is to demonstrate how text matching would have
allowed comparable adjustment for text-based confounding without the time-consuming process of hand-coding
the articles.
In order to design a simulation that has a credible
joint distribution of confounder, treatment, and outcome,
we use the observed text of the articles and simulate both
treatment and outcomes. To avoid assuming that the topics themselves exactly capture the necessary confounding,
we use one of the observed hand-coded categories, “quantitative methodology,” as the true unobserved confounder
in our simulation. Using the real article text and handcoding, we simulate a treatment and outcome using the
following simple model.
Ti ∼ Bernoulli( = .1X i + .25(1 − X i )),

(6)



Yi ∼ Normal  = .5X i − .2Ti ,  2 = .09 ,

(7)

9

where Y , T , and X are, respectively, the outcome, the
treatment, and a binary confounder indicating whether
the article is hand-coded as using quantitative methodology. This defines a joint distribution over the outcome
(Yi ), treatment (Ti ), unobserved binary confounder (X i
taking on the value of whether each article is coded as using quantitative methodology), and observed text (Wi ).
We then use only information about the text (Wi ) in
TIRM to adjust for the unobserved confounder (X i ) to
see whether TIRM can use the text to identify the form
of confounding coming from the human-labeled category “quantitative methodology.” This is a difficult test of
TIRM’s performance because it must recover a process of

10
Scholarship in international relations is sometimes organized into
“paradigms,” or schools of thought about which factors are most
crucial for explaining international relations. The predominant
paradigms are realism, liberalism, and constructivism, though others exist.

11
We analyze more articles than Maliniak, Powers, and Walter
(2013) because the TRIP database has coded more articles since
2013. However, we are missing data for a few articles used by Maliniak, Powers, and Walter (2013) because they are not in JSTOR’s
data set.

8

We are estimating the effect of perceived author gender in the
minds of other authors making citation decisions.
The finding is critiqued in Zigerell (2017) and defended in
Maliniak, Powers, and Walter (2017).
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FIGURE 1 Gender Citation Gap Simulation
True Model
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Note: The plot shows 100 simulations generated using real texts, the real hand-coded “Quantitative Methodology” variable, a simulated
treatment, and a simulated outcome (according to Equations 6 and 7). Each panel shows the estimates and 95% confidences intervals
from one of five different estimators, including the benchmark correct linear model specification using the unobserved confounder
(True Model), our proposed estimator (TIRM), matching on only the topic proportions from the TIRM procedure (Topic Matching),
matching on only the projection from the TIRM procedure (Matching on Projection), and the completely unadjusted estimator (Naive
Difference-in-Means). Line types indicate whether the interval covers the truth (denoted by a dashed gray line at −.2). TIRM achieves
the best coverage out of the models we evaluate.

unobserved confounding from real texts. SI Appendix C
offers additional details on the simulation and discusses
some of the strengths and weaknesses of this design.
We produce 1,000 simulated data sets for analysis. In
Figure 1, we show the results of each model for a subset of 100 simulations. For each simulated data set, we
plot the treatment effect estimate and 95% confidence
interval for five estimators: the true linear model using the unobserved quantitative methodology variable,

the TIRM model,12 matching on the topics only from
the TIRM model, matching on the projections from the
TIRM model, and the unadjusted difference-in-means
estimator. Table 2 provides summary statistics for all
1,000 simulations.
12
For each simulated data set, we apply the TIRM procedure using
15 topics and matching with CEM on the projection score for
treatment using eight automatically generated bins and the topics
using two bins each (0−.1 and .1−1).
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TABLE 2 Demonstration of TIRM Estimator Performance and Relevant Benchmark Estimators
across 1,000 Simulations

True Model
TIRM
Topic Matching
Matching on Projection
Naive Difference-in-Means

MSE

Bias

Coverage

Avg. # Treated

Avg. # Matched

0.00018
0.00099
0.00144
0.00312
0.01299

0.00032
−0.02214
−0.03377
−0.03220
−0.11278

0.955
0.826
0.547
0.456
0.000

619.6
392.8
548.8
496.2
619.6

3,201.0
1,447.2
2,142.8
2,693.4
3,201.0

Note: Results are compared on mean squared error (MSE), bias, coverage of the 95% confidence interval, average number of treated units
in the matched set, and average number of treated and control units in the matched set.

The TIRM model performs substantially better than
matching only on the topics or the projection, particularly
in terms of bias and coverage. Although TIRM’s 82%
coverage rate on this example does not match the nominal
95%, it performs well given that the true confounder has
been withheld from the model.

The Gender Citation Gap: Female IR
Scholars Are Cited Less Often
We now return to the substantive question motivating
our reanalysis of the data from Maliniak, Powers, and
Walter (2013): Are female IR scholars cited less often
due to perceived gender? Maliniak, Powers, and Walter
(2013) control for differences in the writing of men and
women using qualitative variables painstakingly handcoded by research assistants over more than a year. We
recover similar effects with TIRM using far less manual
effort.
Women’s and men’s writings are not the same, on
average, in the unmatched data set. Among other differences, women are more likely to write about gender (women, gender, and children), whereas men or
male/female coauthored articles are more likely to use
words associated with statistical methods (model, estimate, and data). We also find substantial imbalance in
the human-coded variables measuring each article’s research approach, paradigm, methodology, and issue area.
We apply TIRM to the data, specifying 15 topics in
the STM portion of the algorithm, using all-female authorship as the treatment variable. This is a relatively
small number of topics to span the diversity of the IR
literature, so this model recovers relatively broad topics. We use CEM to match on the TIRM output, along
with three nontext variables from Maliniak, Powers, and
Walter (2013): (1) whether at least one author is tenured;
(2) whether the article appeared in the American Political Science Review, American Journal of Political Sci-

ence, or Journal of Politics; and (3) article age. We drop
treated units with no available matches, so it is important to note how the treated pool changes after matching.
On average, women’s articles in the matched sample are
3 years older and 8 percentage points more likely to have
a tenured author than women’s articles in the full sample.
The matched sample is also heavier on topics related to security and political economy and lighter on international
organizations and institutions.
We compare the performance of TIRM to alternative
approaches: matching only on propensity scores, matching only on topics, and exact matching on the original
human-coded data. We first look for improvements in
balance among the words that are most imbalanced in
the unmatched data set. We identify the words that have
high mutual information with author gender in the raw
data set as well as the matched data from TIRM, matching
only on topics, and human matching.13 Figure 2 shows
the relationship between the difference in word occurrence by gender and the mutual information of each
word in each data set. If perfect balance on all words
were possible, we would hope to see every word lined up
vertically on the x = 0 line (and in sans-serif typeface
accordingly). However, since not all words can be balanced, balance on words with high mutual information
is most important. TIRM—shown in the bottom-right
panel—outperforms the others in balancing the high mutual information words. Many high mutual information
words such as interview that were previously imbalanced
are now lined up down the center. TIRM makes the imbalance substantially worse on words with low mutual information, but because these words have low imbalance
13
We calculate the mutual information for an individual word w
as the difference between the entropy of category k, H(k), and
the entropy of category k when conditioning on a word’s appearance in the document, H(k|w). H(k) − H(k|w) can be cal 
culated as follows: H(k) − H(k|w) = 1t=0 1s =0 P (k = t, w =
(k=t,w=s )
. See Grimmer (2010) and Manning, Raghavan,
s )log2 P P(k=t)P
(w=s )
and Schütze (2008) for a longer treatment of mutual information.
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FIGURE 2 Relationship between Mutual Information and Difference in Word Occurrence

Note: (all female - male/coed) in a) the full data set; b) topic matched; c) matched on human codeing; and d) TIRM. In
panels b, c, and d, words for which matching decreased the absolute value of the difference in word appearance are in
sans-serif typeface and words for which matching increased the absolute value of the difference in word appearance are in
italicized serif typeface. Darker words changed more in either direction. Word size is proportional to each word’s mutual
information

to begin with, we anticipate that they will not substantially increase bias. This analysis highlights the benefits of
the treatment model because it can identify and address
the most imbalanced words—exact matching on human
coding and matching only on topics do not perform as
well as TIRM.
We also check balance in other ways. We manually
examine pairs of matched documents to confirm these
pairs match our intuitions about which articles in the IR

literature are similar enough for comparison. We read
more pairs than we can conveniently present, but see SI
Table 4 for a few examples. We also evaluate TIRM’s success at balancing the human-coded variables of article
substance and the estimated topics from the topic model.
We find that TIRM performs reasonably well at balancing
the human-coded variables, particularly the most imbalanced ones. This is reassuring because in most applications, the purpose of TIRM is to substitute for painstaking
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human coding of texts. We also find that TIRM balances
the STM topics well. Matching on topics only (without
the TIRM projection) performs slightly better at balancing the STM topics, but that is to be expected; TIRM
is trying to simultaneously balance the estimated topics
and the probability of treatment. Finally, we check string
kernel similarity of the matched data sets and find that
TIRM outperforms the alternatives and offers substantial
improvement over the raw data. Details of these balance
checks are in SI Appendix D.
Maliniak, Powers, and Walter (2013, 906) report that
women’s articles receive 4.7 fewer citations on average.
Our estimates from similar specifications using the TIRM
matched sample show a slightly more pronounced gender gap of 6.5 citations, most of which seems concentrated among the highest citation-earning articles. Because this article is focused on the method, we refer readers to SI Appendix D for further results and a sensitivity
analysis.

Government Censorship of Chinese Social
Media Users
The Chinese government oversees one of the most sophisticated censorship regimes in the world (Esarey and Qiang
2008; MacKinnon 2011; Marolt 2011), with technologies ranging from manipulating search results to blocking foreign websites. Even as we learn more about the
types of content that are censored and the technical infrastructure enabling censorship (Bamman, O’Connor,
and Smith 2012; King, Pan, and Roberts 2013, 2014), we
still know little about the subsequent impacts of censorship on individual social media users in China. Is
censorship completely determined by the text of a particular post, or does censorship become more targeted
toward users based on their previous censorship history?
This issue is particularly important; the targeted use of
artificial intelligence for censorship has become a cause
of concern because it further complicates the ability of
the public to hold the government accountable for censorship decisions (Morozov 2012; Roberts 2018; Tufekci
2014).
Our goal is to estimate the causal effect of experiencing censorship on the subsequent censorship and posting rates of social media users in China. The Chinese
censorship regime appears to attempt to thoroughly remove social media posts it deems sensitive (King, Pan,
and Roberts 2013, 2014), but the censors miss some. We
exploit these mistakes by using TIRM to identify pairs of
nearly identical social media posts written by nearly identical users, where one is censored and the other is not. We
can then observe the subsequent censorship rates of both

13
users to estimate the causal effect of censorship on the
treated units who remain in our sample.
We use data on 4,685 social media users on Weibo
from the Weiboscope data set (Fu, Chan, and Chau
2013).14 Fu, Chan, and Chau (2013) collected posts from
Weibo in real time and then revisited these posts later
to observe whether they were censored. After processing
the text to account for linguistic features of Chinese, we
convert the text of social media posts into a matrix of document word counts and estimate TIRM using 100 topics.
There may be confounding factors not captured in the text
if, for example, the government uses nontext information
to make censorship decisions. To address these possibilities, we also match on nontext confounders: previous
post rate, previous censorship experience, and date. We
assume these covariates capture pretreatment differences
in user targeting. Our final matched sample contains 879
posts. Since we drop treated units without matches, we
describe the differences between our matched and unmatched samples. On average, the matched sample has a
slightly lower previous censorship rate, is more likely to
discuss environmental protests such as those in Shifang
and Qidong in 2012, and is less likely to discuss human
rights lawyers and central politics. Additional details are
in the supporting information.
For illustration, we compare matching with TIRM
to matching only on the topics or only on the projection. We find that the TIRM is effective at identifying
social media posts about the same topic or event, but
with different censorship statuses. Figure 3 shows that
TIRM matching outperforms other matching strategies
in reducing the difference between topics in censored and
uncensored posts. Topic matching is a close second, and
matching only on the projection performs poorly. TIRM
also outperforms the others at improving the string kernel
similarity of documents in the matched data set (details
in SI Figure 7). TIRM allows us to manually evaluate the
similarity of the matched documents, some of which we
show in Table 3.
Our first outcome measure is the censorship rate of
each blogger after the matched post. Our second outcome is the rate of posting after censorship. The results show that censored users are likely to experience
more censorship in the future as a result of their censorship experience. Having a post censored increases the

14
Due to data size, we selected only users censored at least once in
the first half of 2012 and study their behavior in the last half of
2012, and we restrict the control donation sample to posts made
on the same day and with a cosine similarity to a censored post
greater than 0.5.
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FIGURE 3 Topic Balance Comparison

Note: The top panel shows the balance for unmatched, projection-only matched, topic-only matched, and
TIRM-matched for the most unbalanced topics in the unmatched data set. The bottom panel shows the
distribution of the absolute values of topical differences for all 100 topics under each type of matching.
TIRM outperforms the other matching methods.

probability of future censorship significantly,15 but it does
not decrease the number of posts written by the censored
user. This suggests one of two scenarios. This evidence is
15
The probability of a “Permission denied” post is not different
between the two groups in the pretreatment period, but it is 0.009
for the censored group and 0.004 for the uncensored group in
the period after treatment. The probability of a “Weibo does not
exist” post is not different between the two groups in the pretreatment period, but it is 0.25 for the censored group and 0.20 for the
uncensored group in the period after treatment.

consistent with algorithmic targeting of censorship, where
social media users are more likely to be censored after
censorship because they are flagged by the censors. Alternatively, social media users may chafe against censorship
and respond by posting increasingly sensitive content that
is more likely to be censored. Either way, these results
are consistent with Roberts (2018), who finds a similar
pattern using exact matches, and indicate that users do
not seem to experience a chilling effect of censorship. In
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TABLE 3 Translations of example social media posts that were censored (left) with matched
uncensored social media posts selected by TIRM (right)
Censored Post

Uncensored Post

There may be even bigger plans: When the chaos escalate to
a certain degree, there will be military control, curfew,
Internet cutoff, and then complete repression of
counterrevolution. There are precedent examples.

The person on the right (refers to the previous comment)
knew too much. Bang (Sound effect for gunshot)! You
knew too much! Bang! There may be even bigger plans:
When the chaos escalate to a certain degree, there will be
military control, curfew, Internet cutoff, and then
complete repression of counterrevolution. There are
precedent examples.

#Weitianxia#Shifang netizen’s disclose: I saw police officers
looking for restaurants to eat on the street and the
intestine vermicelli restaurant owner immediately said
they don’t sell it to the police. Then everyone on the street
came out and yelled, which was very impressive. Now
many stores have signs saying that police tactical units are
not allowed to enter. Shifang people said: F∗k you, you
beat us up, bombed us, and still ask us to feed you, why
don’t you eat sh∗t?

Due to the lack of prior publicity procedures, some people
are unfamiliar, uncomprehending and unsupportive of
this program. To respond to the general public’s request,
the municipal party committee and the government
researched and decided to stop the project. Shifang will
not ever develop the Molybdenum Copper project in the
future.

[17-year-old young athlete fails 3 attempts to lift The media
calls it a shame of Chinese female weightlifters]
According to Sina: Chinese female weightlifters faced a
shameful failure of its Olympic history last night! During
the female 53kg weightlifting competition, joined as the
black horse, Zhou Jun, a 17-year-old young athlete from
Hubei, failed in all 3 of her attempts and ended with no
result, which ends her Olympic journey. Many media
reported this using “the most shameful failure of Chinese
female Olympic weightlifters” as the title.

[17-year-old young athlete fails 3 attempts to lift The media
calls it a shame of Chinese female weightlifters] According
to Sina: Chinese female weightlifters faced a shameful
failure of its Olympic history last night! During the
female 53kg weightlifting competition, joined as the black
horse, Zhou Jun, a 17-year-old young athlete from Hubei,
failed in all 3 of her attempts and ended with no result,
which ends her Olympic journey. Many media reported
this using “the most shameful failure of Chinese female
Olympic weightlifters” as the title. I personally think, it is
not a shame of Zhou Jun, but a shame of Chinese media!

the supporting information, we explore sensitivity to unobserved confounding and the choice of CEM coarsening.

dimensional data, we provide the textmatching package in R, which uses the stm package (Roberts, Stewart,
and Tingley 2019) to implement the matching procedures
described in this article. This general strategy may have
applications in other types of high-dimensional data.
Our interest in text matching is born out of a practical
necessity from the applications we present. There are an
enormous number of research problems in which the
content of texts potentially confounds causal inference in
observational studies, and the different characteristics of
our case studies reflect this diversity. We have used these
methods in several languages, with corpora of varying
size, and typical document lengths as short as a couple
of sentences to roughly 10,000 words. These applications
suggest that our solution has the flexibility to address the
tremendous variety characteristic of social science data.
Text matching is not a panacea for observational
causal inference, and perfectly balancing on text does

Conclusion
Scholars across the social sciences are finding an increasing number of ways to use text as data. In this article,
we have proposed conditioning on text to address confounding using matching. We identify the core concerns
for addressing confounding from text, provide a method
for text matching, and introduce approaches to balance
checking. Matching text is difficult because it is inherently
high-dimensional; we address this concern with a simple
approach matching on a density estimate and a projection
that captures propensity to treatment. To assist applied
researchers wishing to make causal inferences with high-
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not guarantee unbiased causal inference. In both our
applications, we had to condition on additional nontext
variables to block other paths of confounding. Credible causal inference requires careful design and domain
knowledge. This domain knowledge may suggest other
approaches to text adjustment, such as supervised measurement of a specific quantity. Regardless, we encourage
applied users to leverage the greatest strength of textbased adjustment: the ability to carefully read documents
to assess what the model can and cannot measure.
Social science has made tremendous progress in developing text-as-data methods, but we are only at the
beginning of developments at the intersection of text and
causal inference. We see several opportunities for pushing
forward the text-based confounding literature. We hope
that scholars will extend our work to a proposed alternative to TIRM, a task already started by Mozer et al. (2020)
and Veitch, Sridhar, and Blei (2019). A central challenge is
developing general-purpose methods for evaluating these
new models. Future work could also introduce additional
approaches to model criticism and balance checking to
fill out the text-matching workflow. In addition to these
aspects of practice, key aspects of theory remain to be
addressed, including rigorous approaches to uncertainty,
consistency results that allow our model to function as
only an approximation to g , and implications of positivity assumptions in high dimensions.
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